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Good morning- please add to the correspondence file in docket 20210015-EI
Thanks,
Ana
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

raineyg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gary Rainey
< raineyg@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:02 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Gary Rainey
10682 SW Westlawn Blvd Port Saint Lucie, FL 34987-2497
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

mvio1ante44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Violante <mviolante44
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:39 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Michael Violante
2121 S Ocean Blvd Pompano Beach, FL 33062-8016
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

wildcatdojo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Darbro
<wildcatdojo@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:38 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Michelle Darbro
5311 SW 22nd Ter Fort Lauderdale, Fl 33312-6067
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

freetk01@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tania Kurman <freetk01
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:32 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Tania Kurman
25 Sapphire St Melbourne, FL 32904-1991
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jcummings@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Cummings
<jcumm ings@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:29 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
James Cummings
1445 Sunrise Dr Merritt Island, FL 32952-5548
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cgerstle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claude Gerstle
< Cgerstle@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:27 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
1. No new fossil energy plants which would be sunk assets as we decarbonize the energy sector.
2. FPL must assist residents and commercial buildings in improving efficiency.
3. FPL must open up the grid to allow microgrids of renewable energy to compete against fossil fuel plants.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Claude Gerstle
7749 Villa D Este Way Delray Beach, FL 33446-4304
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

diane.riley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Riley
< d iane.riley@everyactioncustom .com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:27 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Diane Riley
201 Silverleaf Oak Ct Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410-4474
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

eschroeder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Schroeder
<eschroeder@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:23 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Schroeder
2305 Tawhee Dr Madison, WI 53711-4341
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sergioandressolis_020968@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sergio Solis
<sergioandressolis_020968@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:22 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Sergio Solis
4340 SW 112th Ave Miami, FL 33165-4772
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

laurapurr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura fries
<laurapurr@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:06 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
We are SERIOUS .... THINK OF ALL THE SENIOR CITIZENS WHO LIVE IN FLA»>
AND Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest. NOR IN THE INTEREST OF THE PLANET»> to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to
run for the next fifty years - when FPL should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
GRIDS HAVE BEEN NEGLECTED by POWER PROVIDERS_ WHILE TAKING PROFITS»THAT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY. WHY
FOR WE FIND OURSELVES HERE. It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid
"investments" (over $900 per customer!) that will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.

FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.

Sincerely,
Laura fries
1738 Sea Fair Dr Saint Augustine, FL 32080-7419
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

wafisk61@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Fisk <wafisk61
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:05 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
William Fisk
2105 Redwood Cir NE Palm Bay, FL 32905-4001
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

laurarn7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Danielsen <laurarn7
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:04 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Laura Danielsen
19903 NW 67th Ct Hialeah, FL 33015-2416
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jayarek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff Kamp
<jayarek@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:01 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Jeff Kamp
296 NE 99th St Miami Shores, FL 33138-2435
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particularly our most vulnerable

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

goodolddad321@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeffrey Onink < goodolddad321
@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 3:00 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey On ink
5500 Saint Lucie Blvd Fort Pierce, FL 34946-9056
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sailawaydi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Eisenhower
< sai lawayd i@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:58 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!} that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Diane Eisenhower
7628 Fieldstone Ranch Sq Vero Beach, FL 32967-2948

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

gail9194@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail Corvello <gail9194
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:52 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Gail Corvello
2203 Chinaberry Cir SE Palm Bay, FL 32909-6824

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

castorjr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Castor Morales
< castorj r@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:43 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases and help promote more solar energy
deployments in the sunshine state. FPL should also be working with customers to promote resilient and efficient
technologies such as hybrid hot water heaters, vehicle to grid, and bidirectional vehicle charging technology.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
Sincerely,
Castor Morales
9431 NW 8th St Pembroke Pines, FL 33024-6312

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

soothilk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristen Soothill
< soot hi lk@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:39 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Kristen Soothill
1444 SW 27th Ct Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315-2324

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

randanb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randa Bitar
< randanb@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:37 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Randa Bitar
3420 SW 63rd Ave Miami, FL 33155-4951

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

randanahra@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randa Nahra
< randanahra@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:37 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Randa Nahra
3420 SW 63rd Ave Miami, FL 33155-4951

1

particularly our most vulnerable

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

yankee209@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of gloria muszynski <yankee209
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:35 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
gloria muszynski
PO Box 2100 Flagler Beach, FL 32136-2100

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

gerardosepulveda57@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gerardo Sepulveda
<gerardosepulveda57@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:35 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Gerardo Sepulveda
1568 NW 159th Ave Pembroke Pines, FL 33028-1696

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

lifeform7@everyact ioncustom.com on behalf of Lenard Hughes MD <lifeform7
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:29 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Lenard Hughes MD
15471 Temple Blvd Loxahatchee, FL 33470-3130

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

lauriecrooks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laurie Crooks
< lauriecrooks@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:21 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Laurie Crooks
1602 Stafford Ave Merritt Island, FL 32952-5455

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sktomb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sue Tomb
<sktomb@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:21 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Sue Tomb
41014 W VINE St# 103 Kissimmee, FL 34741

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

angelique_sp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angelique St.Pierre
<angelique_sp@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:16 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Angelique St.Pierre
1456 Arnold Dr Melbourne, FL 32935-3238

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

banachjam@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Banach
< banachja m@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:16 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
John Banach
2512 SW Natura Blvd Deerfield Beach, FL 33441-3289

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

lforsht@everyactioncustom.co m on behalf of Lynn Forsht
< lforsht@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:15 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,

As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid .
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Lynn Forsht
17895 SW 272nd St Homestead, FL 33031-2218

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

earl.burfield@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Earl Burfield
< earl.bu rfield@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:13 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Earl Burfield
811 SE 22nd Ave Apt 14 Pompano Beach, FL 33062-6772

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jhrma@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of richard acosta
<jhrma@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:13 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
richard acosta
8320 SW 31st St Miami, FL 33155-2435

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jteas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Teas
<Jteas@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:13 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
FPL's rate hike is harmful and shortsighted - reject it

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
I am an FPL customer. I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
James Teas
8445 SW 181st Ter Palmetto Bay, FL 33157-6051

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peggyjeanne38@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Pilcher < Peggyjeanne38
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:12 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Mary Pilcher
6556 Emerald Dunes Dr Apt 105 West Palm Beach, FL 33411-2752

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

larryjf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laurence Frishman
< larryjf@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:08 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Laurence Frishman
20634 NE 7th Ct Miami, FL 33179-2434

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peggyjeanne38@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Pilcher <Peggyjeanne38
@everyactioncustom .com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:08 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Mary Pilcher
4975 Sable Pine Cir Apt B2 West Palm Beach, FL 33417-3120

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ho007@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ho Stirling <ho007
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:04 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
A requirement for tying the utility electric grid to battery storage systems at home that the utility will rely upon can help
solve the need for electric power when the utility needs it instead of building at great expense new energy plants.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic ha,rdship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Ho Stirling
10917 Skyland Pt Boynton Beach, FL 33437-3945

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

cal.hines@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cal Hines
<cal.hines@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 2:00 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Cal Hines
218 Satellite Beach, FL 32937

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

bengt_rikard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bengt Erikanders
<bengt_rikard@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:57 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Bengt Erikanders
1371 NW 133rd St Miami, FL 33167-1722

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

peterbromer@everyactioncus tom.com on behalf of Peter Bromer
< peterbromer@everyactioncus tom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:54 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Peter Bramer
15500 NE 9th Ave Miami, FL 33162-5247

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

pschlachter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of PAUL Schlachter
< psch lachter@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:53 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, and participant with the utility in its net metering, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate
increases. As residents in what has been proudly called the Sunshine State, it is well past time for our utilities to take
our renewable resource into account in their planning for future needs.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
This continued reliance on fossil fuels such as tracked natural gas makes no sense at all, especially with the utility's
growing investment in community solar. Fossil fuel prices will be undercut by renewables in ten years or less; the
related plants will be mothballed soon and we will be stuck with their ongoing financing . FPL should be committing fullbore to a 100% clean energy system.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
PAUL Schlachter
3831 SW 88th Pl Miami, FL 33165-5423

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

zone10farmer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brendan Sutton
<zone 1Ofarmer@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:52 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Brendan Sutton
20255 SW 154th Ave Miami, FL 33187-1225

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

moes326@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Month er Ismail < moes326
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:51 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Monther Ismail
2337 NW 34th Ter Coconut Creek, FL 33066-2251

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

volson8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Olson <volson8
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:50 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Victoria Olson
4170 NW 11th Ave Oakland Park, FL 33309-4611

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

bsreadsalot@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Singer
< bsreadsalot@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:49 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Barbara Singer
7880 NW 51st St Lauderhill, FL 33351-5073

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

robyn.reichert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robyn Reichert
< robyn.reichert@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:48 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new·proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency_
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Robyn Reichert
6916 Stoney Creek Cir Lake Worth, FL 33467-7211

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

thomasrascon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Rascon
<thomasrascon@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:38 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Thomas Rascon
15390 SW 155th Ter Miami, FL 33187-0711

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jenniferchandler16@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Chandler
<jenniferchandler16@everyactioncustom .com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:38 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require FPL to give real consideration to energy efficiency programs in all of
its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FPL's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Chandler
6512 SW 7th Pl North Lauderdale, FL 33068-2608

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

zaida1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zaida Housley <zaida1
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:37 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
And the rate increases help offset FPL's reduced revenue from the households they have shut off.
Initiate a program where these consumers can have power again. There is your revenue.

Sincerely,
Zaida Housley
3935 Irvington Ave Miami, FL 33133-6109

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

oscarcpa@everyactioncustom .com on behalf of Oscar Friedman
< oscarcpa@everyactioncustom .com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:36 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid .
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Oscar Friedman
2555 Camelot Ct Hollywood, FL 33026-3648

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

lynnrsnyder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynn Snyder
< lynnrsnyder@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:36 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Lynn Snyder
14031 76th Rd N Loxahatchee, FL 33470-4406

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

mayorlerner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cindy Lerner
< mayorlerner@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:36 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Cindy Lerner
5901 Moss Ranch Rd Pinecrest, FL 33156-5636

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

cls3333@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of C Day <cls3333
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:35 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
C Day
2010 Delmar Ave Vero Beach, FL 32960-4166

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul33436@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Horne < Paul33436
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:35 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Paul Horne
8546 Crown Dr Boynton Beach, FL 33436-7507

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

rob@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Burr <rob@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:33 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Robert Burr
18500 SW 244th St Homestead, FL 33031-1217

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

hrouser@everyactioncustom.c om on behalf of Norma Rouser
< hrouser@everyactioncustom.c om >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:33 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Norma Rouser
13500 NE 3rd Ct Apt 220 North Miami, FL 33161-3647

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

butchrouser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Howard E Rouser
< butchrouser@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:32 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Howard E Rouser
13350 NE 5th Ave North Miami, FL 33161-4023

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

triciamct@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia McTaggart
<triciamct@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:31 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Patricia McTaggart
1220 Ashlyn Dr West Melbourne, FL 32904-1968

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

JOSE13ZARA@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jose Aldebol
<JOSE 13ZARA@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:31 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Jose Aldebol
721 NE 30th Ct Pompano Beach, FL 33064-5355

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

nancy.obyrne@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy O'Byrne
< na ncy.obyrne@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:28 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Nancy O'Byrne
5308 2nd St St Augustine, FL 32080-7241

1

particularly our most vulnerable

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

how2market2001@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Howard Schiffman
< how2market2001@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:27 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Howard Schiffman
7146 Huntington Ln Apt 107 Delray Beach, FL 33446-2574

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

arowling@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ana Rowling
<arowling@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:26 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Ana Rowling
2406 Harbour Cove Dr Hutchinson Island, FL 34949-1515

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

judyortner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judy Ortner
<judyortner@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:24 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.

FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Judy Ortner
6201 SW 50th St Miami, FL 33155-6242

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

andresrparedes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andres Paredes
<andresrparedes@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:22 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Andres Paredes
5621 SW 55th St Davie, FL 33314-6609

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

krstn.gnzlz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kristin gonzalez
< krstn.gnzlz@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:21 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
kristin gonzalez
9445 SW 40th St Miami, FL 33165-4001

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ronmanbolling@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronnie Bolling
< ronmanbolling@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:21 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Ronnie Bolling
411 Walnut St# 16921 Green Cove Springs, FL 32043-3443

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

gangamayee108@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ganga Mayee Wasserman
< gangamayee108@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:20 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases. I find it extremely unethical. Also,
though I have enough solar PV panels to power my house, and generators can automatically make it safe for FPL workers
when the generator kicks on, but my panels cannot produce power from the sun when they do not receive a signal from
FPL due to a power outage!!!
Also, time and money is being used to chop down beautiful old trees, erect taller and uglier power poles, instead of
putting power underground where it would never have a problem in our Florida hurricanes.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Ganga Mayee Wasserman
11085 Mulberry St Sebastian, FL 32958-8150

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

gla2001@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gayle Abramson <gla2001
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:18 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Gayle Abramson
433 NE 33rd St Boca Raton, FL 33431-6023

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sorak1701@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Drew Shiner <sorak1701
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:16 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Drew Shiner
5713 Seton Dr Margate, FL 33063-2830

1

Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

tschreurs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of tami schreurs
<tschreurs@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:15 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system .
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
tami schreurs
9150 Chrysanthemum Dr Boynton Beach, FL 33472-1235
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

frank.menschner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank Menschner
<fra nk.menschner@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:15 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Frank Menschner
918 N 13th Ter Hollywood, FL 33019-3112
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

thibertj3@everyactioncustom .com on behalf of Jeanette Thibert <thibertj3
@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:13 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid .
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Jeanette Thibert
5883 NW Leah Dr Port St Lucie, FL 34986-4134
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

mell.lafont@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bob Mellifont
< mell.lafont@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:12 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Bob Mellifont
720 NE 4th Ave Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304-2621
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

emoore1924@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Moore <emoore1924
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:08 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Moore
725 Monday Ct Cocoa, FL 32926-4244
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

kafibo7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Bond <kafibo7
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:08 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Karen Bond
6699 2nd St Jupiter, FL 33458-3886
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Coleenthoulihan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Coleen Houlihan
< Coleenthoul ihan@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:07 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Coleen Houlihan
7027 Golf Pointe Cir Tamarac, FL 33321-2739
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

msh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marcia Halpern
< msh@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:06 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Marcia Halpern
142 Lost Bridge Dr Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410-4471
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

gravyinmex@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank Graves
<gravyinmex@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:06 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Frank Graves
193 B OCAMPO AJIJIC JALISCO MEXICO Ajijic,Jalisco Mex, FL 45920
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ange1dejesusmartinez.95@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angel Martinez
<Angeldejesusmartinez.95@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:04 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid .
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Angel Martinez
6215 W 22nd Ct Hialeah, FL 33016-6941
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

kcsederberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karyn Sederberg
< kcsederberg@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 1:03 PM
Office of Commissioner La Rosa
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Mike la Rosa,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Karyn Sederberg
4534 Frances Dr Delray Beach, Fl 33445-3255
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